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Progress Report | Anish Shaikh

Name: Anish Shaikh
Std: X
School: Sweet Memories School, Panchgani
Years with RA: 10
ACADEMIC UPDATE
Anish spent the majority of the academic year studying online due to
the pandemic. Initially, he struggled with the network issues as well
as setting up zoom to attend lectures but later got into a groove as
the year progressed. The only classes he missed were due to a poor
network but he made up with dedication and hard work. Anish has
an affinity towards History and finds Mathematics the toughest to
understand. However, he gives his all to tackle the subject chasing up
teachers to understand the concept or approaching his Ra mentor for
guidance. His online education continued till the month of December
post which he started to attend lectures physically in school and was
able to comprehend the subjects much more easily Due to the
second lockdown, he is back home and trying his best to cope up
with studies through online education.

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Anish has an avid interest in meditation and spirituality and took
yoga classes immediately as his school reopened. Anish enjoyed the
calmness and peace every yoga class brought. In order to grasp a
hold on subjects he found difficult, he joined in activities ‘learning
through fun’ for subjects such as Science, Mathematics and English.
Anish loves to play cricket and volleyball with his friends and looks
forward to physical education period where he gets to carry out
these sporting activities with friends.

BEING AT HOME
At home, Anish tried to support his mother in whatever way he
could. When she used to cook, Anish took the responsibility for
cutting and chopping vegetables. To avoid his mother getting
overworked, Anish carried out brooming and cleaning of the house.
The lockdown period helped Anish connect with his family and
elders and spend good quality time with them.
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